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Performance of DFT functionals for calculating
the second-order nonlinear optical properties
of dipolar merocyanines†

Laurie Lescos,a Sebastian P. Sitkiewicz, bcd Pierre Beaujean, e

Mireille Blanchard-Desce, a Benoı̂t Champagne, *e Eduard Matito *bf and
Frédéric Castet *a

The second-order nonlinear optical responses of a series of recently designed dipolar merocyanines are

investigated using the 2006 Minnesota family of hybrid exchange–correlation functionals (XCFs), as well

as the LC-BLYP, oB97XD and CAM-B3LYP long-range (LR) corrected XCFs. The performance of these

different levels of approximation is discussed in regard to reference second-order Møller–Plesset calcu-

lations and experimental data obtained from Hyper-Rayleigh Scattering (HRS) measurements. Particular

focus is given to the influence of the amount of exact Hartree–Fock exchange included in the XCF on

the magnitude of the static HRS responses, as well as to the impact of tuning the range-separation

parameter in LR-XCFs, according to a system-specific nonempirical procedure. Frequency dispersion

effects are also investigated, as well as their crucial role in the comparison between theoretical and

experimental data.

1 Introduction

The design of organic molecules that exhibit large quadratic
nonlinear optical (NLO) responses has fueled a number of
research works over the past thirty years, owing to their potential
use as molecular components in optoelectronic devices or
bioimaging. In particular, organic molecules exhibiting large
first hyperpolarizability (b) are used as active elements in
electric field poled polymer-based systems for electro-optic
modulation,1 or as probes for second-harmonic generation
(SHG) imaging of lipid and cell membranes.2–5 Although

octupolar systems can also display large quadratic NLO
responses,6 high b values are most often associated to dipolar
push–pull chromophores having a D–p–A architecture, in
which an electron-donating group (D) interacts with an
electron-withdrawing group (A) through a p-conjugated linker.
These molecules usually display significant charge transfer
between the D and A sites giving rise to intense absorption in
the visible region. Varying the nature of the D and A groups
or the length of the conjugated bridge by chemical design
allows to modulate the magnitude of the second-order NLO
responses.7–11

The first hyperpolarizability of molecular dyes is usually mea-
sured in dilute solutions using electric field-induced second
harmonic generation (EFISHG) or Hyper-Rayleigh Scattering
(HRS).12 The total EFISHG response of p-conjugated systems
is expressed as the sum of a second-order contribution b8 that
corresponds to the projection of the vector part of b on the
dipole moment vector, and of a third-order contribution g8.
Although the EFISHG second hyperpolarizability g8 is usually
neglected in experimental data analysis, recent calculations
demonstrated that this contribution should not be omitted
because it can be large, or even dominant, with respect to the
second-order b8 counterpart.13 On the other hand, HRS enables
more direct estimates of the second-order NLO properties of
push–pull compounds, without contamination of higher-order
responses. As a complementary tool, computational chemistry
provides rationales behind the magnitude of molecular NLO
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responses, by giving insights on various factors not individually
accessible from experiments. The latter include the impact of
the nature of D and A groups, of the size of the p-conjugated
linker, as well as of frequency-dispersion and solvent effects.
For small polyatomic molecules, accurate descriptions of NLO
properties are provided by coupled cluster (CC) calculations,
the highest level of approximation employed so far for poly-
atomic molecules being CCSD(T), which includes single and
double excitations together with a perturbative estimate of
triples.14,15 However, these methods cannot be routinely applied
to large systems. Owing to its low computational cost, density
functional theory (DFT) remains most often the only alternative
for investigating the NLO properties of extended organic dyes of
interest for real-life applications. Nevertheless, many works have
reported the inadequacy of exchange–correlation functionals
(XCFs) based on the local density approximation (LDA) or the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for computing the first
hyperpolarizabilities of extended systems. This failure has been
attributed to the self-interaction error or overdelocalization of the
response to external fields, and originates from the short-range
treatment of exchange, as opposed to the exact exchange used
in Hartree–Fock theory.14,16,17 Global hybrid functionals incorpor-
ating a low amount of exact exchange were also proved unsuitable
for the evaluation of b of conjugated chains terminated by D/A
pairs, showing a nearly catastrophic behavior with respect to
increasing the chain length.16,18–20 This issue can be partially
alleviated by using range-separated (RS) hybrids, which offer the
possibility to restore the correct asymptotic behavior of the
exchange potential at large distances.14

In this work, we explore the performance of various XCFs for
predicting the quadratic NLO responses of recently designed
dipolar merocyanines,21–23 in which tricyanopropylidene-based
acceptor units are connected to dihexylaminophenyl or dihexyl-
aminothiophenyl donor moieties through polyenic bridges of
different lengths (Fig. 1). HRS measurements demonstrated
that these highly dipolar dyes exhibit large first hyperpolariz-
abilities together with an apparently antagonistic cyanine-like
behavior. In particular, the longest derivative incorporating
dihexylaminothiophenyl and phthalimide-substituted tricyano-
propylidene terminal groups (II0[4]) was found to display a
record hyperpolarizability together with a negligible bond
length alternation (BLA),21 in contradiction with the paradigm

linking large quadratic NLO responses to an optimal, non zero
BLA value.8,9

The accurate description of the first hyperpolarizabilities of
such NLO chromophores, which exhibit large ground-state
charge transfer as well as low-lying charge-transfer excited
states, is highly challenging for DFT. Here, we examine the
relevance of hybrid XCFs incorporating different rates of exact
Hartree–Fock exchange (HFX), as well as of several RS hybrids.
Since optimizing the range separation parameter o in RS-XCFs
has been shown to improve the description of first hyperpolar-
izabilities of some prototypical charge-transfer compounds,19,20

hyperpolarizabilities calculated using default o values are
compared to those calculated using o values tuned according
to a system-specific, nonempirical procedure. Still, in this
study, more complex, chemically-designed compounds are
chosen in order to assess the performance of XCFs, extending
the earlier works on prototypical systems like a,o-nitro,amino-
polyenes and -polyynes.14,18 Here, the smallest compound
(I0[0]) contains 30 atoms while the largest one (II[4]) has 61.
The accuracy of the various functionals is discussed depending
on their ability to reproduce experimental HRS data, as well as
second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2) calculations, used as theo-
retical references.

2 Computational methods and
reference experimental data
2.1 Levels of approximation

Molecular structures were optimized using density functional
theory (DFT) together with the hybrid M06-2X24 exchange–
correlation (XCF) and the 6-311G(d) basis set. As shown in
previous reports,25,26 the M06-2X XCF reliably describes the
bond length alternation (BLA) of extended p-conjugated systems,
which is prerequisite for accurate predictions of optical properties.
Each structure was characterized as a minimum on the potential
energy surface based on its real harmonic vibrational frequencies.
Note that terminal N,N-dihexylamino donor groups present in the
compounds characterized experimentally have been replaced by
simpler N,N-dimethylamino groups in all calculations (see Fig. 1).

Absorption properties, as well as static and dynamic
(frequency-dependent) second-order nonlinear optical responses,
were determined using time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT)27 with the 6-311+G(d) basis set in combination with
various XCFs. The 2006 Minnesota family of functionals24 was
first considered, in order to evaluate the impact of increasing the
amount of exact Hartree–Fock exchange (HFX) from M06L (0%) to
M06 (27%), M06-2X (54%), and M06-HF (100%). The BLYP XCF
was employed as well for comparison purposes. Since they have
been shown to improve the description of second-order NLO
properties of extended p-conjugated systems,14,17,20 we also
addressed the performance of different classes of long-range
corrected (LRC) XCFs. Contrary to global hybrids in which the
amount of exact HF exchange is fixed, LRC-XCFs, also referred to
as range-separated (RS) hybrids, include HF exchange by means of
a weighting function that depends on the interelectronic distance

Fig. 1 Structures of the tricyanopropylidene-based merocyanines studied
herein. The length of the polyenic chain varies from n = 0 to n = 4.
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r. The Coulomb operator is thus split into local and nonlocal parts
using a smooth function (being the error function in the selection
of XCFs considered herein) together with a range separation
parameter o, which damps the exchange contribution from the
density functional and complements it with HF exchange:

1

r
¼ 1� a1 � a2erfðorÞ

r
þ a1 þ a2erfðorÞ

r
(1)

Thus, at long range, the amount of HFX equals a1 + a2, and
subsequently the amount of DFT exchange equals 1 � a1 � a2.
The parameter a1 allows, if non zero, to retain a fraction of DFT
exchange in the asymptotic limit. The LRC-XCFs considered in
this study are (i) LC-BLYP,28 which appoints 100% of HFX at
infinite distance and no HFX at zero distance, with a1 = 0.0, a2 = 1.0
and a standard value of the RS parameter (ostd) of 0.47 Bohr�1, (ii)
CAM-B3LYP,29 which uses the coulomb-attenuating method and
includes 19% of HFX at short-range and 65% at long-range with
a1 = 0.19, a2 = 0.46 and ostd = 0.33 Bohr�1, and (iii) oB97XD,30

which includes respectively 22.20% and 77.80% of HFX at short-
and long-range, with a1 = 0.222, a2 = 0.778 and ostd = 0.20 Bohr�1.
This last functional also incorporates empirical atom–atom
dispersion corrections, though independent of applied external
fields. In addition to calculations using standard values of the RS
parameter, we carried out calculations using optimally-tuned o
values in order to obtain a more accurate description of CT
excitation energies and NLO responses. The procedure used to
determine optimal system-dependent o values is described in the
next subsection.

In addition to DFT, hyperpolarizabilities were calculated
using the coupled-perturbed Hartree–Fock method (CPHF), as
well as using the second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation
theory (MP2) in combination with a finite field (FF) procedure.
A fully automatized Romberg scheme was used to improve and
control the accuracy of the numerical derivatives, using field
amplitudes ranging from �0.0008 to �0.0032 a.u. for com-
pounds with n = 0, and from �0.0002 to �0.0032 a.u. for
compounds with n = 1–4.31 Since the MP2 method was shown
to closely reproduce the NLO responses obtained with reference
CCSD(T) calculations for push–pull p-conjugated systems,14

MP2 values are used as theoretical references in this study.
Solvent effects were included in both geometry optimiza-

tions and calculations of the optical properties by using the
Integral Equation Formalism (IEF) version of the Polarizable
Continuum Model (IEF-PCM).32,33 In line with experimental
characterizations, chloroform was used as solvent, with dielec-
tric constants e0 = 4.711 in the static limit and eN = 2.091 at
infinite frequency. All calculations were performed with the
Gaussian16 package.34

2.2 Optimal tuning of the range separation parameters

The range-separation parameters o were optimized according
to a standard nonempirical system-specific procedure, such
that Koopmans’ theorem for both neutral and anion is obeyed
as closely as possible.35–38 Optimal o values, denoted as oopt

in the following, corresponds to the minimum of the func-
tion below, which is found using the golden-section search

algorithm:39

JðoÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J02ðoÞ þ J12ðoÞ

q
(2)

where

J0(o) = |eHOMO(N) + IP(N)| (3)

J1(o) = |eHOMO(N + 1) + EA(N)| (4)

eHOMO(N) and eHOMO(N + 1) are the HOMO energies of the
system with N (neutral) and N + 1 electrons (anion), respec-
tively. The ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) are
calculated as the differences between ground-state energies of
systems with N and N � 1 electrons:

IP(N) = E(N � 1) � E(N) (5)

EA(N) = IP(N + 1) = E(N) � E(N + 1) (6)

Two different o-tuning schemes were employed, differing in
the computation of IP and EA. In the first one, these two
quantities are calculated using the standard attenuating para-
meter (ostd) of the functional, so that their values are kept fixed
throughout the optimization procedure. In the second one, IP
and EA are calculated self-consistently, i.e. using the optimal
value of the RS parameter (oopt) at each step of the process.
This second procedure is the most common way of optimizing
o, but results in larger computational times. To the best of our
knowledge, we report here the first study comparing the
performance of self-consistent (SC) and non self-consistent
(NSC) o-tuning schemes.

While o-tuning schemes were shown to provide improved
fundamental gaps and absorption properties,19,37,38,40–42 the
conclusions are more controversial regarding second-order
NLO responses. In recent studies, Sun and Autschbach,19 as
well as Scuseria and coworkers20 concluded that LRC-XCFs
using physically-adjusted RS parameters lead to improved
description of the first hyperpolarizabilities of D–A-substituted
organic molecules. Improved correlation with reference CCSD(T)
second-hyperpolarizability values was also obtained by Matito,
Luis et al. by empirically tuning the RS parameter of the LC-BLYP
functional for a benchmark set of 60 medium-size molecules.43 In
contradiction, other investigations reported that the tuning of o
to enforce Koopmans’ theorem does not offer real improvement
in the description of NLO properties.42,44 In this work, o values
were optimized in the gas phase for the LC-BLYP, CAM-B3LYP and
oB97XD LRC hybrids. Since it was also demonstrated in previous
works that o values optimized in solvent media using PCM
provide reliable hyperpolarizabilities compared to experiments,20

the o values of the LC-BLYP functional were also optimized in the
presence of a dielectric continuum.

2.3 Nonlinear optical properties

The NLO quantities under scrutiny are related to HRS experiments.
For a non-polarized incident light of frequency o, the intensity of
the vertically polarized (parallel to the Z axis of the laboratory
frame) SHG signal, scattered at 901 with respect to the propagation
direction (parallel to the Y axis), is proportional to the square of the
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HRS hyperpolarizability:

bHRSð�2o;o;oÞ ¼ bHRS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bHRS

2h i
q

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bZZZ2h i þ bZXX2h i

q
(7)

where hbZZZ
2i and hbZXX

2i are averages of b tensor components that
describe the isotropic distribution of molecular orientations in
dilute solutions:

bZZZ
2

� �
¼ 1

7

X
z

x;y;zbzzz
2 þ 4

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzZ
2 þ 2

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzzbzZZ

þ 4

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bZzzbzzZ þ
4

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzzbZZz þ
1

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bZzz
2

þ 4

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzzZbZxx þ
1

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bZzzbZxx

þ 4

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzzZbxxZ þ
2

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzZx
2

þ 4

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzZxbZzx

(8)

bZXX
2

� �
¼ 1

35

X
z

x;y;zbzzz
2 þ 4

105

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzzbzZZ �
2

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzzbZZz

þ 8

105

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzZ
2 þ 3

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzZZ
2 � 2

35

Xx;y;z
zaZ

bzzZbZzz

þ 1

35

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzZZbzxx �
2

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzzxbZZx

� 2

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzzZbZxx þ
2

35

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzZx
2

� 2

105

Xx;y;z
zaZax

bzZxbZzx

(9)

where {x,y,z} are the axes of the molecular frame. In line
with experimental characterizations, the dynamic (frequency-
dependent) b tensor components were calculated using an
infrared incident wavelength (photon energy) of 1907 nm
(0.65 eV). The reported values are given in atomic units (1 a.u.
of b = 3.6310 � 10�42 m4 V�1 = 3.2063 � 10�53 C3 m3 J�2 =
8.641 � 10�33 esu) in the T convention, which assumes a
Taylor series expansion of the electric molecular dipoles as a
function of the applied electric fields.45 In addition to bHRS, the
depolarization ratios (DR = hbZZZ

2i/hbZXX
2i) were also calculated

as indicators of the symmetry of the NLO response of the
chromophores.

In the following, the HRS hyperpolarizabilities of the inves-
tigated systems are rationalized by relying on the two-state
approximation (TSA), which assumes that only one electronic

excited state (here the S1 state) contributes to the sum-over-
state expression of the second-order NLO response:46

bTSAHRS ¼ 9

ffiffiffiffiffi
6

35

r
� f01Dm01

DE01
3
� FTSA

disp

��� ��� (10)

with:

FTSA
disp ¼

DE01
4

DE01
2 � ð�hoÞ2ð Þ DE01

2 � ð2�hoÞ2ð Þ (11)

where DE01 is the S0 - S1 excitation energy, f01 is the associated
oscillator strength, and Dm01 = ||~mS1

� ~mS0
|| is the dipole

moment variation between the two electronic states. To gain
deeper insight on the origin of the light-induced intramolecular
charge transfer (ICT), Dm01 is further decomposed as the
product of the photo-induced charge displacement (Dq01) and
charge transfer distance (Dr01): Dm01 = Dq01 � Dr01.47,48 FTSA(o)
is the frequency dispersion factor, with h�o the photon energy of
the incident beam (0.65 eV). From eqn (11), FTSA

disp is equal to 1 in
the static limit (h�o = 0), to B0.5 if h�o = DE01/3, and tends to
infinite in the resonance limit (h�o = DE01/2).

2.4 Experimental reference data

Experimental UV/vis data as well as HRS hyperpolarizabilities
measured in chloroform using an incident wavelength of
1907 nm are gathered in Table 1. Experimental bHRS values
are given according convention T, and are relative to the HRS
response of the DR1 reference molecule provided in ref. 49 (see
also note ref. 50). Static first hyperpolarizabilities (i.e. at infinite
wavelength) were extrapolated from the dynamic ones according to
the two-state model, after introducing a homogeneous damping
G into the frequency dispersion factor (eqn (11)) to attenuate the
resonance effects:

FTSA
disp ðGÞ ¼

b1907HRS

b1HRS

¼ DE01
2 DE01 � iGð Þ2

DE01 � iGð Þ2�ð�hoÞ2
n o

DE01 � iGð Þ2�ð2�hoÞ2
n o

(12)

In line with previous studies including a previous report on
these derivatives,23,51–53 the static first hyperpolarizabilities
were extrapolated by setting G to 1.2 times the half width at
half maximum (HWHM) of the first absorption band (Table 1),
in order to account for the change in the absorption bandwidth
from one compound to another. For comparison, bNHRS values
were also extrapolated in the absence of homogeneous damping
(G = 0).

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Molecular structures

As mentioned above, reliable predictions of the optical proper-
ties of p-conjugated systems require an accurate description of
the geometrical parameters associated to the electronic
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delocalization along the molecular backbone, in particular the
bond length alternation (BLA). BLA values were calculated at
the IEFPCM:M06-2X/6-311G(d) level for the four series of deri-
vatives, according to the following expression:

BLA ¼ 1

2nþ 1

XN�2
i¼1
ð�1Þiþ1 � diþ1 � dið Þ (13)

where di is the ith interatomic distance within the polyenic
linker of length n connecting the donor and acceptor units (see
Fig. S1 and Table S1, ESI†). Note that this expression provides
BLA values that are negative for all compounds. For simplicity,
only the amplitudes are reported in the following.

As shown in Fig. 2, the evolution of BLA with chain length
differs from one series to another. In compounds incorporating
a dimethylaminophenyl as donor group (I[n] and II[n]), BLA
values display small variations with n, with values ranging from
0.066 to 0.074 Å for I[n] and from 0.052 to 0.064 Å for II[n]. In
series I0[n] and II0[n] that include a dimethylaminothiophene
donor, BLA values show much larger variations (from 0.024 to

0.067 Å for I0[n], and from 0.002 to 0.054 Å for II0[n]). Consistently
with the decrease of the p-electron conjugation with respect to
increasing n, the pyramidalization angle of the dimethylamino
substituent increases, as reported in Table S2 (ESI†).

3.2 Static first hyperpolarizabilities

3.2.1 Reference ab initio calculations. Table 2 reports the
static HRS hyperpolarizability of the four merocyanine series
calculated at the CPHF and MP2 levels. Previous theoretical
investigations demonstrated that the MP2 level, as a result of
cancellations between higher-order contributions, includes the
largest part of electron correlation effects and closely repro-
duces the first hyperpolarizability of push–pull p-conjugated
systems obtained with the CCSD(T) scheme.14 bMP2

HRS values are
thus used as theoretical references in the following, while
comparison to bCPHF

HRS values provides a direct measure of the
magnitude of electron correlation effects.

As expected from previous works,10,13,14,31,53,54 electron
correlation enhances the first hyperpolarizability by a factor
ranging between 1.97 and 3.43. The bMP2

HRS/bCPHF
HRS ratio is system-

dependent, which demonstrates the need of including electron
correlation effects since the latter introduce a non systematic
scaling of the bHRS values that might impact qualitative inter-
pretations. As shown in Fig. 3, the bMP2

HRS/bCPHF
HRS ratios smoothly

increase with the size n of the polyenic bridge up to a maximum
value obtained for n = 3, and then slightly decrease. Although
it follows the same trend, the II0[n] series, which incorporates
the strongest D/A pair, displays stronger variations of the
bMP2

HRS/bCPHF
HRS ratio as a function of n.

As reported in Tables S25 and S26 (ESI†), the computed
depolarization ratios are typical of one-dimensional push–pull
p-conjugated systems; they range from 4.0 to 4.8 at the HF level,
and are systematically larger (from 4.5 to 5.0) when introducing
electron correlation effects at the MP2 level. Noteworthy, both
levels of calculation evidence that increasing the conjugation
length from n = 0 to n = 4 within a molecular series reinforces

Fig. 2 Bond length alternation (in Å) calculated along the polyenic bridge
of the four series of derivatives at the IEFPCM:M06-2X/6-311G(d)
in chloroform.

Table 1 Experimental data (all measured in chloroform) used as references for calculations.21,23 Maximal absorption wavelengths (lmax, nm), half widths
at half maximum (HWHM, cm�1) of the main absorption band, dynamic first hyperpolarizabilities (b1907

HRS , a.u.), and static ones extrapolated using eqn (12)
with G = 0 (bNHRS(0), a.u.) and G = 1.2 � HWHM (bNHRS(G), a.u.). Relative b[n]/b[0] values are reported in parentheses for each series of compounds

lmax HWHM b1907
HRS FTSA

disp(0) bNHRS(0) FTSA
disp(G) bNHRS(G)

I[0] 470 1700 5800 (1.0) 1.41 4140 (1.0) 1.38 4220 (1.0)
I[1] 529 2350 9190 (1.6) 1.56 5852 (1.4) 1.47 6270 (1.5)
I[2] 565 2550 17 900 (3.1) 1.69 10 570 (2.6) 1.53 11 660 (2.8)

I0[0] 515 950 8710 (1.0) 1.52 5730 (1.0) 1.51 5770 (1.0)
I0[1] 614 850 10 640 (1.2) 1.91 5601 (1.0) 1.87 5680 (1.0)
I0[2] 704 1500 24 670 (2.8) 2.54 9700 (1.7) 2.27 10 870 (1.9)
I0[3] 712 2250 71 590 (8.2) 2.62 27 250 (4.8) 2.04 35 070 (6.1)
I0[4] 720 2550 418 430 (48.1) 2.71 154 330 (27.0) 1.95 214 220 (37.1)

II[0] 566 1100 21 280 (1.0) 1.69 12 580 (1.0) 1.66 12 830 (1.0)
II[1] 668 1025 27 090 (1.3) 2.24 12 120 (1.0) 2.15 12 620 (1.0)
II[2] 759 1400 277 670 (13.0) 3.24 85 690 (6.8) 2.71 102 280 (8.0)

II0[0] 581 650 22 740 (1.0) 1.75 12 960 (1.0) 1.74 13 080 (1.0)
II0[1] 690 450 37 730 (1.7) 2.41 15 630 (1.2) 2.39 15 800 (1.2)
II0[2] 803 415 304 760 (13.4) 4.18 72 980 (5.6) 4.04 75 410 (5.8)
II0[3] 916 400 1 886 590 (83.0) 16.77 112 530 (8.7) 11.19 168 620 (12.9)
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the 1D character of the NLO response, as also highlighted by
unit sphere representations55 of the b tensor (see Fig. 4 for
the II0[n] series).

3.2.2 Two-state approximation. We address in this section
the reliability of the two-state approximation, by comparing the
static bTSA

HRS values calculated using eqn (10) with those calcu-
lated using full-featured CPHF calculations (bCPHF

HRS ). As shown
in Fig. 5a, the two sets of values correlate well (with correlation
coefficients R2

Z 0.99, see Table S43, ESI†), which proves the
suitability of the TSA for describing qualitatively the variations
of bHRS. Note that the correlation remains very good (R2 = 0.986)
when considering the four series of molecules altogether
(Fig. S11, ESI†). However, as illustrated in Fig. 5b for the four
series of compounds, the relative error is not systematic,

the TSA providing underestimated bHRS values for small molecules,
and overestimated ones for larger compounds. Besides, large
relative errors (ranging between 40% and 46%) are obtained for
the largest systems (n = 4). The same conclusions hold when
the first hyperpolarizabilities are computed at the Coupled-
Perturbed Kohn–Sham (CPKS) level. Interestingly, varying the
XC functional within a given series of compounds does not
induce significant changes in the evolution of bTSA

HRS with respect
to bCPKS

HRS , and gives rise to linear regression equations with very
similar slope coefficients (Table S43, ESI†). This indicates that
the evolution of the error made on the HRS hyperpolariz-
abilities when using the TSA (see also Tables S41 and S42,
ESI†) hardly depends on the level of calculation, which further
confirms the robustness of the two-state approximation for
qualitative interpretations.

3.2.3 Effect of the amount of exact HF exchange. The static
HRS hyperpolarizabilities calculated using the Minnesota
family of XCFs are collected in Table 3 for the four series of
compounds. We first discuss the evolution of bNHRS with respect
to the percentage of HF exchange (%HFX) included in the
functional for a given compound. As shown in Fig. 6, bNHRS of
shorter derivatives hardly depends on %HFX, while it has a
strong impact for the larger ones, since the latter are more
affected by conjugation effects.57 In series incorporating a
dimethylaminophenyl as donor group (I[n] and II[n]), bNHRS

linearly decreases with %HFX, as previously reported for other
extended NLO chromophores.17 The series I0[n] and II0[n] that
include a dimethylaminothiophene donor exhibit a less usual
behavior: bNHRS linearly increases with %HFX for shorter
compounds (n = 0–2), whereas it evolves non monotonically
for I0[3] and II0[4], for which a maximum is found for %HFX =
54% (M06-2X). In the case of I0[4], bNHRS displays a slightly
marked maximum for a lower amount of HF exchange (%HFX =
27%), corresponding to the M06 functional.

These different behaviors can be rationalized by analyzing the
independent evolution of the spectroscopic quantities entering in
the two-state expression of bNHRS (eqn (10)). As shown in Fig. S3
and S5 (ESI†), the first charge-transfer excitation energy (DE01)
linearly increases with %HFX in the I[n] and II[n] series, as a result
of the increase of the HOMO–LUMO gap. With few exceptions,
the dipole moment variation between the ground and first

Table 2 Static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (bNHRS, a.u.) and relative bNHRS[n]/
bNHRS[0] values calculated at the CPHF/6-311+G(d) and MP2/6-311+G(d)
levels in chloroform

CPHF MP2

bNHRS bNHRS[n]/bNHRS[0] bNHRS bNHRS[n]/bNHRS[0]

I[0] 4372 1.0 9797 1.0
I[1] 9530 2.2 24 979 2.5
I[2] 16 782 3.8 47 273 4.8
I[3] 25 344 5.8 72 384 7.4
I[4] 33 739 7.7 94 967 9.7

I0[0] 3917 1.0 8299 1.0
I0[1] 11 120 2.8 29 722 3.6
I0[2] 24 024 6.1 71 680 8.6
I0[3] 35 675 9.1 106 571 12.8
I0[4] 42 662 10.9 123 604 14.9

II[0] 7173 1.0 17 364 1.0
II[1] 15 553 2.2 43 885 2.5
II[2] 27 055 3.8 82 765 4.8
II[3] 40 143 5.6 125 463 7.2
II[4] 53 090 7.4 163 570 9.4

II0[0] 5587 1.0 10 982 1.0
II0[1] 13 591 2.4 32 228 2.9
II0[2] 35 754 6.4 112 592 10.3
II0[3] 67 724 12.1 232 020 21.1
II’[4] 76 914 13.8 250 702 22.8

Fig. 3 bMP2
HRS/bCPHF

HRS ratio as a function of chain length in the four series of
derivatives.

Fig. 4 Unit sphere representation of the static first hyperpolarizability
tensor for compounds II0[n] (n = 0–4), as calculated at the CPHF level.56
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dipole-allowed CT state (Dm01) also increases linearly for shorter
compounds (n = 0–2), while the variation becomes non mono-
tonic for I[3], I[4] and II[4]. Combined with the saturation of
the oscillator strengths, these different behaviors result in the
regular decrease of bNHRS with %HFX in these two series. The
unexpected increase of bNHRS observed for the shortest
compounds in the I0[n] and II0[n] series mainly originates from
the weak dependence of DE01 on %HFX (Fig. S4 and S6, ESI†),
while Dm01 and f01 globally increase. In derivatives with longer
polyenic chains, DE01 displays a more pronounced increase
with %HFX, which translates into the lowering of bNHRS.

It is also informative to compare the evolution with chain
length of bNHRS obtained using the Minnesota functionals and
the evolution obtained at the CPHF and MP2 levels (Fig. 7). For
series I[n] and II[n], the M06L and M06 XCFs overestimate the
size effects and significantly deviate from MP2 reference results
for larger compounds. This behavior is consistent with previous
investigations that have reported the nearly catastrophic evolu-
tion of mild hybrid XCFs with respect to increasing the con-
jugation length.16,18–20 Reversely, M06-HF closely follows the
size evolution obtained at the CPHF level, as expected owing to
the fact that bNHRS values are hardly impacted by the correlation
part of the functional. Nevertheless, one notes that the CPHF
and M06-HF bNHRS values are significantly different, possibly
due to the kinetic energy functional. As also shown in previous
works,17 M06-2X closely reproduces the results obtained at the
MP2 level, demonstrating that this XCF incorporates the adequate
balance between DFT and HF exchange for computing the NLO
properties in conjugated push–pull chromophores.

The situation is more complex for series I0[n] and II0[n]. Both
CPHF and MP2 bNHRS values show a saturation for long chains,
which is more pronounced for II0[n]. This behavior is repro-
duced only by M06-HF, the other XCFs (including M06-2X)
showing a monotonic increase of the static first hyperpolariz-
ability. The difference in the evolution of bNHRS with system size
between series including a dimethylaminophenyl and those
including a dimethylaminothiophenyl can be directly ascribed
to the difference in the evolution of the bond length alternation
(Fig. 2), and qualitatively interpreted using a two-form model
mixing neutral and zwitterionic forms.58–60 In this model, the
evolution of bNHRS with BLA exhibits a peak between the polyene
and the cyanine limits, crosses through zero at the cyanine
limit (where BLA = 0), and exhibits another peak between the
cyanine and zwitterionic limits. Whereas the BLA hardly
changes with n in series I[n] and II[n], it strongly increases in
series I0[n] and II0[n], starting closer to the cyanine limit in
the case of II0[0]. When increasing n in the latter series, the
BLA increases and shifts the two-form equilibrium close to

Fig. 5 (a) Static bHRS values of the four merocyanine series evaluated using the two-state approximation, plotted against the values calculated using
CPHF/6-311+G(d) calculations in chloroform. Lines are linear fits. (b) Evolution of the relative error (defined as Err = (bTSA

HRS � bCPHF
HRS )/bCPHF

HRS � 100) with the
length of the polyenic bridge.

Table 3 Static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (bNHRS, a.u.) and relative bNHRS[n]/
bNHRS[0] values calculated in chloroform using the M06 series of XCFs in
combination with the 6-311+G(d) basis set

M06L M06 M06-2X M06-HF

bNHRS

b[n]/
b[0] bNHRS

b[n]/
b[0] bNHRS

b[n]/
b[0] bNHRS

b[n]/
b[0]

I[0] 7800 1.0 7331 1.0 7550 1.0 7215 1.0
I[1] 19 261 2.5 18 431 2.5 19 104 2.5 17 318 2.4
I[2] 42 325 5.4 39 177 5.3 38 422 5.1 30 792 4.3
I[3] 84 258 10.8 72 671 9.9 64 572 8.6 44 320 6.1
I[4] 154 269 19.8 120 043 16.4 94 611 12.5 55 179 7.6

I0[0] 4529 1.0 4832 1.0 5676 1.0 6730 1.0
I0[1] 11 033 2.4 12 869 2.7 16 829 3.0 22 388 3.3
I0[2] 27 713 6.1 33 115 6.9 42 661 7.5 48 973 7.3
I0[3] 63 288 14.0 71 646 14.8 80 109 14.1 66 169 9.8
I0[4] 128 361 28.3 128 759 26.6 117 205 20.7 71 644 10.6

II[0] 13 021 1.0 12 522 1.0 12 766 1.0 12 435 1.0
II[1] 29 405 2.3 29 581 2.4 31 297 2.5 30 440 2.4
II[2] 61 853 4.8 61 284 4.9 62 881 4.9 54 822 4.4
II[3] 120 983 9.3 113 035 9.0 106 273 8.3 78 372 6.3
II[4] 223 158 17.1 190 547 15.2 157 463 12.3 96 263 7.7

II0[0] 5836 1.0 6476 1.0 7272 1.0 8769 1.0
II0[1] 11 525 2.0 13 773 2.1 17 496 2.4 25 773 2.9
II0[2] 26 435 4.5 33 966 5.2 49 182 6.8 87 460 10.0
II0[3] 69 848 12.0 90 972 14.0 126 131 17.3 158 799 18.1
II0[4] 162 471 27.8 192 302 29.7 208 061 28.6 150 724 17.2
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the polyene limit, where bNHRS saturates before reaching its
maximum value.

3.2.4 Optimal tuning of the range-separation parameter in
RS-XCFs. Optimal values of the RS parameters obtained in the
gas phase using the self-consistent (SC) and non-self-consistent
(NSC) optimization schemes (see Section 2.2) are collected in
Table S3a (ESI†) for the four series of merocyanines. The
differences in the oopt values obtained using the two tuning
schemes, as well as the induced differences on the optical
properties of the investigated compounds, are discussed in
detail in the ESI† and illustrated in Fig. S7. Summarizing the
main findings, for a given functional, SC and NSC optimization
schemes provide close optimal o values and similar evolution
of the first hyperpolarizabilities with chain length. Nevertheless,
the accuracy of the NSC scheme with respect to the SC one
depends on the choice of the XCF. Significant differences in the
bHRS values computed using the two procedures were notably
obtained with LC-BLYP, where deviations can reach 15% and 20%
for static and dynamic bHRS, respectively. From now on, only
properties computed using the self-consistent method will be
discussed.

For LC-BLYP and oB97XD, the optimally-tuned o values are
comprised in the ranges 0.16–0.20 Bohr�1 and 0.11–0.15 Bohr�1,
respectively, both smaller than the standard o values. Conversely,
o values optimized for CAM-B3LYP are larger than ostd and
range between 0.41 and 0.95 Bohr�1. As mentioned in earlier

works,19,37,38,40,42,61 oopt decreases for all XCFs when increasing
the system size. Whatever the functional, the variation of oopt

with chain length is larger for series I[n] and II[n] than for series
I0[n] and II0[n]. For a given molecular family, o values optimized
for LC-BLYP and oB97XD display much smaller variations with
the system size than CAM-B3LYP, as previously reported by
Garret et al. for other organic chromophores.42

Table 4 reports the bNHRS values calculated at the LC-BLYP,
oB97XD and CAM-B3LYP level using default and optimally-
tuned o values. The evolution of bNHRS with chain length is
illustrated in Fig. 8 for the four families of merocyanines. If one
excepts some results calculated with LC-BLYP and oopt for the
larger compounds, the static hyperpolarizabilities computed
using LRC functionals globally lie in between values computed
at the CPHF and MP2 levels. bNHRS values computed using
LC-BLYP and oB97XD with optimally-tuned RS parameters
are quite similar, while they differ more significantly when
using the default o values (in part because o values are getting
more similar after optimization).

In series I[n] and II[n], the static hyperpolarizabilities
computed using LC-BLYP and oB97XD with optimally-tuned
RS parameters are closer to reference MP2 results than those
obtained using default o values. This originates from the
fact that oopt o ostd, so that the fraction of HFX in those
two XCFs is smaller after o optimization, which increases the
bNHRS values. However, optimally-tuned LC-BLYP and oB97XD

Fig. 6 Static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (in 104 a.u.) of the four series of merocyanines, calculated in chloroform using the Minnesota’s family of
functionals (M06L, M06, M06-2X, M06-HF) in combination with the 6-311+G(d) basis set. Results are reported as a function of the percentage of HF
exchange included in the XCF.
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functionals overestimate the enhancement of the first hyper-
polarizability with chain length compared to MP2. The situation
is reversed in the case of CAM-B3LYP, for which o-tuning

increases the part of HFX in the XCF. In this case, bNHRS values
calculated using default o are closer to MP2 references. More-
over, the increase of bNHRS values with n is better reproduced.

Fig. 7 Evolution of the static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (in 104 a.u.) with the length of the polyenic bridge in the four series of merocyanines, calculated in
chloroform at the HF, MP2 and DFT levels using Minnesota’s family of functionals in combination with the 6-311+G(d) basis set.

Table 4 Static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (bNHRS, a.u.) and relative bNHRS[n]/bNHRS[0] values calculated in chloroform using RS-XCFs in combination with the
6-311+G(d) basis set, using standard (ostd) and optimally-tuned (oopt) RS parameters

LC-BLYP oB97XD CAM-B3LYP

ostd oopt ostd oopt ostd oopt

I[0] 6703 1.0 7770 1.0 6964 1.0 7178 1.0 7159 1.0 6157 1.0
I[1] 16 121 2.4 19 818 2.6 17 263 2.5 18 079 2.5 17 943 2.5 15 418 2.5
I[2] 28 744 4.3 40 508 5.2 33 452 4.8 36 778 5.1 35 769 5.0 30 692 5.0
I[3] 41 654 6.2 69 994 9.0 53 769 7.7 63 309 8.8 59 596 8.3 5847 8.3
I[4] 52 244 7.8 106 174 13.7 74 881 10.8 95 694 13.3 86 062 12.0 72 699 11.8

I0[0] 6068 1.0 5630 1.0 5346 1.0 5166 1.0 5335 1.0 4815 1.0
I0[1] 19 971 3.3 16 146 2.9 16 101 3.0 14 743 2.9 15 762 3.0 15 142 3.1
I0[2] 43 944 7.2 41 454 7.4 40 318 7.5 37 859 7.3 40 058 7.5 38 600 8.0
I0[3] 60 735 10.0 82 071 14.6 71 132 13.3 74 817 14.5 74 530 14.0 68 981 14.3
I0[4] 67 029 11.0 128 900 22.9 96 112 18.0 116 851 22.6 107 262 20.1 94 970 19.7

II[0] 11 408 1.0 13 295 1.0 11 775 1.0 12 295 1.0 12 148 1.0 11 105 1.0
II[1] 27 817 2.4 32 548 2.4 28 631 2.4 29 732 2.4 29 551 2.4 27 460 2.5
II[2] 50 036 4.4 66 785 5.0 55 580 4.7 60 259 4.9 58 774 4.8 54 520 4.9
II[3] 71 721 6.3 117 219 8.8 89 194 7.6 104 703 8.5 98 087 8.1 90 140 8.1
II[4] 88 713 7.8 183 070 13.8 124 654 10.6 162 191 13.2 143 376 11.8 129 897 11.7

II0[0] 8113 1.0 7142 1.0 7162 1.0 6692 1.0 6976 1.0 6822 1.0
II0[1] 23 511 2.9 15 899 2.2 17 700 2.5 14 988 2.2 16 543 2.4 16 873 2.5
II0[2] 75 923 9.4 42 440 5.9 51 012 7.1 39 570 5.9 46 665 6.7 48 615 7.1
II0[3] 137 749 17.0 115 381 16.2 123 406 17.2 106 369 15.9 119 329 17.1 121 414 17.8
II0[4] 135 183 16.7 218 829 30.6 177 326 24.8 197 960 29.6 191 549 27.5 184 919 27.1
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In series I0[n] and II0[n], optimally-tuned LRC XCFs all fail to
reproduce the evolution of bNHRS values as provided by MP2
calculations. Only LC-BLYP with the default o value reproduces
the saturation observed for larger compounds at the CPHF and
MP2 levels. Once again, this behavior is linked to the amount of
HFX included in the XCF. Optimizing o lowers the fraction of
HFX, so that the saturation of bNHRS with chain length is expected
to appear for chain lengths larger than n = 4. It is also interesting
to note that oB97XD using optimally-tuned RS parameters
provides bNHRS values very similar to those calculated at the
M06-2X level for the four series of compounds (see Fig. S8, ESI†).

Finally, static hyperpolarizabilities calculated with LC-BLYP
using RS parameters optimized in the presence of chloroform
are collected in Table S20c (ESI†). Consistently with previous
calculations carried out in media of similar optical dielectric
constant,20 the o values optimized in chloroform (oPCM)
are three times smaller than those optimized in gas phase
(Table S3b, ESI†), which drastically reduces the fraction of exact
HFX in the functional. Not surprisingly, the resulting bNHRS

values and their evolution with chain length are very similar
to that obtained using the BLYP XCF including only DFT
exchange (Table S20c, ESI†).

3.3 Frequency dispersion effects

The dynamic HRS hyperpolarizabilities calculated using the
Minnesota and long-range corrected functionals, as well as with

TDHF are collected in Tables S27–S37 (ESI†) for the four series
of compounds. Frequency dispersion factors calculated as
Fdisp = b1907

HRS /bNHRS, are gathered in Tables S38 and S39 (ESI†),
while those estimated from the TSA (FTSA

disp, eqn (11)) are
collected in Tables S4–S14 (ESI†). Whatever the functional,
the two series of values are linearly correlated, which further
illustrates the suitability of the TSA to describe this family of
compounds. Note that Fdisp values are systematically smaller
than FTSA

disp, which originates from the fact that Fdisp values
implicitly include the contribution of higher energy excited
states. Note also that the dynamic dielectric constant of chloro-
form is smaller than the static one, which damps the solvent-
induced enhancement of bHRS when going from l = N to
l = 1907 nm, artificially reducing the value of Fdisp. The same
effect is present in FTSA

disp, since Dm01 values are calculated using a
non-equilibrium solvent approach.

As a result of the lowering of the transition energy, Fdisp

increases with chain length in all families of compounds, with
a more pronounced enhancement for the II and II0 series than
for I and I0. In the Minnesota series of functionals, Fdisp

decreases when increasing the amount of HF exchange, as a
result of the increase of the transition energy. As for LRC
functionals, optimizing the RS parameter induces an exaltation
of frequency dispersion effects with LC-BLYP and oB97X-D,
while the o tuning has no significant effect on Fdisp values with
CAM-B3LYP. For a given compound, frequency dispersion

Fig. 8 Evolution of the static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (in 104 a.u.) with the length of the polyenic bridge in the four series of merocyanines, calculated in
chloroform at the HF, MP2 levels in combination with the 6-311+G(d) basis set, as well as at the DFT level using long-range corrected XC functionals with
standard (std) and optimally-tuned (opt) RS parameters.
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factors calculated using optimally-tuned o values evolve in the
following order: CAM-B3LYP o oB97XD o LC-BLYP. Among
the Minnesota XCFs, Fdisp values calculated using M06-2X
display the best agreement with those provided by optimally

tuned LRC functionals. Thus, M06-2X performs similarly to
RS-XCFs not only for evaluating static hyperpolarizabilities as
discussed above, but also for gauging the intensification of the
NLO responses due to resonance effects. However, none of the

Fig. 9 Evolution of the relative static HRS hyperpolarizabilities (bHRS[n]/bHRS[0]) with the length of the polyenic bridge in the four series of merocyanines,
calculated in chloroform using various theoretical levels. Results extrapolated from HRS measurements by using the two-state model either with G = 0
or G = 1.2 � HWHM are also reported.
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selected XCFs reproduces the experimental frequency dispersion
ratios (Fdisp(0) values in Table 1). Although their global increase
with chain length is qualitatively reproduced, frequency reso-
nance effects are largely underestimated for the larger chains,
since excitation energies are systematically overestimated. This
discrepancy partly originates from the fact that vertical transitions
provided by TD-DFT calculations are not strictly comparable to
experimental wavelengths of maximal absorption. More physically
sound comparisons would require to compute the full vibronic
spectra. Furthermore, since the main absorption band of the
investigated compounds has a non-symmetrical shape,23 better
estimates of the experimental frequency dispersion factors could
also be obtained by considering an intensity-weighted average
energy of the transition, instead of the absorption maximum.

3.4 Comparison to experiments

Comparing calculated first hyperpolarizabilities to experimental
data measured in or nearby resonant conditions is very tricky.
We make here two attempts, both considering relative bHRS[n]/
bHRS[0] rather than absolute bHRS values to enable more reliable
comparisons. On the first hand, static bHRS values are compared,
where the experimental ones are extrapolated from HRS measure-
ments by using the two-state model (eqn 10), either with G = 0 or
G = 1.2 � HWHM (see the bNHRS(0) and bNHRS(G) values in Table 1).
However, the calculated bNHRS values cannot be strictly compared

to experimental extrapolations, since they are computed using
the static dielectric constants e0, which differs from the optical
dielectric constant that applies for experimental measurements.
The solution we adopted to circumvent that issue is to also
determine the theoretical static bNHRS values from the dynamic
ones computed at 1907 nm by using the TSA extrapolation
procedure (Tables S44 and S45, ESI†).

On the second hand, experimental b1907
HRS values are directly

compared to the computed dynamic results. Dynamic MP2
values (Tables S40a and b, ESI†) have been obtained by
applying a multiplicative approximation in which the static
MP2 values are corrected by the FTSA

disp ratio calculated at the DFT
level using the different XCFs, thus assuming that frequency
dispersion and electron correlation effects can be treated
independently:62

b1907
MP2 = bNMP2 � FTSA

disp (14)

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the evolution with chain length
of theoretical static bNHRS[n]/bNHRS[0] ratios correlates at most
qualitatively with the experimental data (whether the latter are
extrapolated using a damping factor or not). In series I[n] and
I0[n], the experimental relative hyperpolarizabilities grows more
slowly with n than all computed values for small chain lengths.
In I0[n] they abruptly increase for n = 4 as a result of frequency
resonance, and get larger than the computed values. The same

Fig. 10 Evolution of the relative dynamic HRS hyperpolarizabilities (bHRS[n]/bHRS[0]) with the length of the polyenic bridge in the four series of
merocyanines, calculated in chloroform at the HF and MP2 levels together with the 6-311+G(d) basis set. MP2 values have been obtained using eqn (14)
with frequency dispersion factors calculated using Minnesota and LR-XCFs. Experimental values obtained from HRS measurements are also reported.
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behavior is observed from n = 3 in the II[n] series. The agree-
ment between computed and experimental bNHRS[n]/bNHRS[0]
ratios is better in series II0[n]. In particular, relative hyperpolar-
izabilities calculated using hybrid XCFs having a predominant
local character (M06L and M06) well reproduce experimental
extrapolations issued from the damped TSA. Note that CPHF
results are also in good agreement with experiments in this
series of compounds.

The evolution with chain length of experimental and theo-
retical relative b1907

HRS values are compared in Fig. S9 and S10
(ESI†). The conclusions do not differ much from the static case.
Overall, all calculation levels reproduce qualitatively well the
enhancement with chain length of the dynamic first hyper-
polarizabilities in the four series of compounds, but fail to
reproduce specific results measured in the resonance regime.
Whether using the Minnesota (Fig. S9, ESI†) or LR-XCFs
(Fig. S10, ESI†), DFT calculations overestimate the b1907

HRS[n]/b1907
HRS[0]

ratios compared to the experimental ones, except in the
resonant cases (I0[4], II[2] and II0[3]). Dynamic MP2 values
obtained using the multiplicative scheme (eqn (14)) show a
similar enhancement with n as that obtained at the DFT level
(Fig. 10). Note that, except for larger chains (n = 4), the choice
of the DFT XCF for calculating the frequency dispersion factor
FTSA

disp has no significant impact.

4 Conclusions

This work investigates the performance of various theoretical
levels of approximation to evaluate the second-order NLO
responses of recently designed push–pull merocyanine dyes.
First hyperpolarizabilities calculated using Minnesota hybrids
as well as long-range corrected exchange–correlation func-
tionals are compared to ab initio HF and MP2 results, as well
as to experimental data obtained from HRS measurements. The
evolution of bHRS responses with the nature of the terminal
substituents or with the length of the conjugated linker are
rationalized by means of the two-state approximation, whose
robustness for qualitative interpretations is demonstrated.

The static hyperpolarizabilities calculated using range-
separated XCFs globally lie in between values computed at
the CPHF and MP2 levels. In most cases, bHRS values computed
using LC-BLYP and oB97XD with optimally-tuned RS para-
meters are closer to MP2 results than those obtained using
default o values, although the improvement is not systematic
and system-dependent. Interestingly, the o-tuning is shown to
attenuate the intrinsic differences in these two XCFs, the bHRS

values computed with optimally-tuned RS parameters being
closer than those calculated using the default o values. Con-
trary to what was found with LC-BLYP and oB97XD, optimizing
the RS parameter in CAM-B3LYP increases the o values and
thus the amount of exact HF exchange in the XCF, which
reduces the agreement with MP2 reference results.

Calculations performed using the Minnesota family of func-
tionals evidence that the percentage of exact HF exchange in
the XCF strongly impacts the magnitude of the bHRS responses.

Interestingly, M06-2X is shown to provide bHRS values in close
agreement with optimally tuned range-separated functionals,
which indicates that a percentage of nearly 50% between DFT
and HF exchange is the adequate balance for computing the
NLO properties of these highly dipolar conjugated push–pull
chromophores.

This work also illustrates the difficulty to compare the
calculated dynamic first hyperpolarizabilities to the experimental
data measured in resonance conditions. None of the DFT XCFs
considered in this study satisfactorily reproduces the frequency
resonance enhancement of the bHRS responses, which hampers
any quantitative comparison of their relative evolution with chain
length. Using a damped two-state model instead to extrapolate
experimental static hyperpolarizabilities does not turn out to be a
better strategy to compare theoretical and experimental responses
in this series of highly dipolar compounds.
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